Do you ever feel like you
are just getting by, or
maybe even worse just
barely surviving?
If so, this opportunity is for you!
Our next class begins

August 2, 2018.
Everything you need is provided
including books, materials, dinner
for the whole family, and childcare
if needed. At the completion of the
15 week course, financial
compensation will be awarded.

You must be invited to attend, please
complete the application included
with this flier and return to
Roxanna Claiborne,
Financial Assistance Program
Manager at:
CCM Crisis Center
246 County Club Dr. NE
Concord, NC 28025
704-786-4709

DO YOU EVER FEEL LIKE
YOU ARE JUST GETTING BY?

First Class: Th ur sday, Aug. 2,
2018

Place: McGill B aptist Ch urch

www.cooperativeministry.com

5300 Poplar Tent Road
Concord, NC
Time: 5:30-8:00
Class Schedule—Every Thursday

August 2, 2018—November 8, 2018

If you are interested in volunteering
within our Getting Ahead Program
or becoming a future Facilitator
please contact:
Lorie Williams
Volunteer Coordinator
704-490-4245

CCM is offering a 15 week program
to help you move toward stability.
You will learn that you have a voice
and are capable of making lasting
change in your life.

Putting God’s Love
Into Action

Teaching Perseverance, Restoring Hope.

DESCRIPTION
The Getting Ahead class structure is
unique in its layout and purpose. It is not
the typical format of teacher and student
but rather a structure of community. It is a
safe place to share life, encourage change
and cultivate growth.

Getting Ahead Training:
provides/develops/investigates/reveals









Knowledge related to managing limited
resources
Methods to recognize and deal with stress
Awareness of effects on mental and
emotional health
Approaches to assuring your well-being.
Connections for utilization of social supports
Reasons to restore hope for a better future
A framework for planning and goal setting
Tools to strengthen personal effectiveness

The content of the curriculum consists of
practical information such as budget
techniques and community resources; with
a significant portion focusing on selfassessments and the development of
personal resources. (i.e. financial,
emotional, physical and spiritual)
The goal of the class is for each student to
gain necessary knowledge that you can
apply to your life as you envision and live
out a more positive and stable future story.
The outcomes from attending a class vary
with each attendee. You will establish
attainable goals to work toward, and apply
knowledge learned to gradually move from
instability to stability. However, the
greatest outcome is one that cannot be
measured and that is, the relationships
built that support and feel like family.

CLASS STRUCTURE
Getting Ahead sessions are held in a safe,
agenda-free and respectful setting. This
is a 15 week program that meets once a
week in a group of 6-12 participants for 2
½ hours. Prior to the beginning of each
class, a meal is provided and childcare is
available.
The curriculum focuses on economic and
cultural issues in the community. Each
person will investigate and examine
financial instability and the conditions
for being successful by creating mental
models while covering the Getting Ahead
workbook that is provided.
This program forms relationships
between the participants (investigators)
and the community at all levels.

It provides “HOPE”
for YOUR future!

